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“Ecozoic” means “house of life.” An “Ecozoic Society” is a “society of life.”

* * *
The “Ecozoic Era” is a time of mutually enhancing relationships

among humans and the larger community of life.

* * *
The “Great Work” is living the promise of the ecozoic.

* * * * *
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MUSE

CES 2012
By Herman Greene

Herman Greene is the President of the Center for Ecozoic Studies and Editor of its
publications. He is also a practicing business lawyer in Chapel Hill, NC, and was the
Founding Executive Director of the International Process Network. He is currently involved
in efforts to bring into being an International Ethics Panel for Ecological Civilization. He
holds a Masters degree in Political Science from Stanford University, M.Th. and M.Div.
degrees in ministry from the University of Chicago, a J.D. degree in law from the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and a D.Min. degree in spirituality and sustainability from
United Theological Seminary.

In 2012 CES will resume publishing its journal, The Ecozoic: Reflections on Life in an Ecological Age. The
first issue of 2012 will be on “What is Ecozoic?” and the second on “Religion, the New Story and the
Ecozoic.” Members of CES will receive print copies of these publications. They will also be available
online.

CES will also resume regular publication of this online magazine, CES Monthly Musings: Muse, Reviews
and News of an Ecological Age. We welcome your submissions to the muse, reviews, or news, including
news on you or your organization’s ecozoic-related activity.

On April 26-27, 2012, CES will co-sponsor a lecture and workshop by Matthew Fox in Chapel Hill, North
Carolina. Save the date!

The mission of CES is to offer new ideas and new ways of living for an ecological age. Its activities
generally fall in the areas of publications, supporting artists and writers for the ecozoic, ecozoic
initiatives, including events, conferences, commentary and international programs, and global services,
including services to its members.

CES has four broad long-term projects:

 Bringing into being and assisting the work of an International Ethics Panel on Ecological
Civilization.

 Ecological Civilization Conferences in the major civilizations of the world.

 Multi-year scholar projects on “A Vision and Pathway to Ecological Civilization” in various
regions of the world.

 Advancing the ideas and teachings of Thomas Berry and process-relational philosophies.

We have a revised overview of CES for those who would like additional information.

Please consider becoming a member of CES and supporting our work through donations and
volunteering.

https://docs.google.com/open?id=0B9DkuXg1ngc9ZGY3ZTEwNzktZjg2Mi00NDM0LWJhMDItMjNiMDRiODk2Y2Rk
https://docs.google.com/open?id=0B9DkuXg1ngc9ZGY3ZTEwNzktZjg2Mi00NDM0LWJhMDItMjNiMDRiODk2Y2Rk
https://docs.google.com/open?id=0B9DkuXg1ngc9MjA5NDUxZTAtNDNlMi00ODdmLTk0YTMtODQ0N2FjOWQyNThi
https://docs.google.com/open?id=0B9DkuXg1ngc9Njg5MjJmM2QtNjBhYS00MDE0LWEwMmYtMmY4ZmMyNDBiMjBl
https://docs.google.com/open?id=0B9DkuXg1ngc9NWIwZTM4YjgtYWI4NS00Yjk2LTk3NjItMWExYjdkNTU2MTNm
https://docs.google.com/open?id=0B9DkuXg1ngc9NzZmMDMyMDctOThlMS00Mzk1LWIwZTUtY2QxMDQ1MGI1MTky
https://docs.google.com/open?id=0B9DkuXg1ngc9NzZmMDMyMDctOThlMS00Mzk1LWIwZTUtY2QxMDQ1MGI1MTky
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Economic Problems, Cultural Solutions
By D. Paul Schafer

D. Paul Schafer is Director of the World Culture Project, and author of Revolution or Renaissance:
Making the Transition from an Economic Age to a Cultural Age (Ottawa, Ontario: University of
Ottawa Press, 2008) and Culture: Beacon of the Future (Westport, CT: Praeger, 1998).

There is no doubt that economics is the most powerful force in the world today . The
world is governed by little else.

Interestingly, economics can be traced back to classical times, where it was deemed to be
‘household management’ by the Greeks. It is still concerned with household management, but is
much more concerned these days with the creation of material and monetary wealth, the production
of goods and services, and the management of complex economies and the global economy.

Despite its ancient origins, economics did not really come into prominence until the eighteenth
century when Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations was published in 1776. Since that time, it has moved
progressively from the wings to center stage on the world scene, largely through theoretical
contributions from such economists as David Ricardo, Karl Marx, Alfred Marshall, and John Maynard
Keynes, and practical contributions from institutions and individuals such as banks, corporations,
governments, politicians, entrepreneurs, and business leaders.

As a result of these contributions, and others, economics in general and economies in particular now
collectively constitute the centerpiece of the world system and principal preoccupation of municipal,
regional, national, and international development. Not only are we perpetually taking the pulse of all
the various economies in the world and the global economy, but also we are constantly looking to
economics and economies to solve all our problems and satisfy all our needs, wants, and aspirations.

On the whole, economics and economies have responded very well to this challenge. Over the last few
centuries, and particularly over the last fifty years, they have dramatically increased standards of
living and the quality of life for billions of people throughout the world, largely through remarkable
achievements in industry, agriculture, the arts, the sciences, politics, education, communications,
technology, and other areas of life.

Nevertheless, economics and economies are in deep trouble today. Due to countless developments
over the last few decades and particularly over the last few years, they are proving incapable of
coming to grips with a host of difficult and demanding problems: high levels of unemployment and
underemployment; one recession after another; growing inequalities in income and wealth;
severe fluctuations in economic activity and stock markets, low rates of economic growth, the debt
crisis, the environmental crisis, and so forth. Even robust economies such as those in China, India,
and Brazil are experiencing certain difficulties in these areas.

Most economists tell us that the solution to these problems is to grow economies as rapidly as possible and
accelerate the rate of economic growth. However, it doesn’t take a psychic to inform us that we
could easily experience soaring food prices, severe shortages of resources, a great deal more
pollution, global warming and climate change, and many more floods, hurricanes, forest fires,
tornadoes, droughts, and natural disasters if we persist in this practice. Little wonder there is a
sinking feeling throughout the world that there is something seriously wrong in the world.
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What, exactly, is the problem? Surely the problem is that our material demands and expectations are
increasing at a much faster rate than our ability to satisfy them, thereby creating even more difficult
problems for the future.

Take the current economic situation for example. It was once thought that ‘the miracle of economic
growth’ would satisfy all our material and monetary needs, wants, and expectations. However, it is
now clear that these needs, wants, and expectations have a way of multiplying at an alarming
rate with no end in sight, at least if the experience of the Western countries is any guide. The only way
to satisfy these demands is to force-feed economies, live beyond our means, and go more and more
deeply into debt.

Governments have played a major role in this over the last half century. When John Maynard
Keynes advocated more government involvement in the affairs of nations during the Great
Depression, it was predicated on the conviction that governments should create surpluses in times of
prosperity in order to have sufficient funds to stimulate economic activity and raise the level of
aggregate demand in times of recession and depression.

But this isn’t what has happened since that time. Most governments have become more and more
immersed in the economic affairs of nations—so much so that it is difficult to determine whether
their principal role is economic or political—and have spent far more than they have brought in during
good times and bad times. As a result, debts, deficits, and debt loads have escalated rapidly and reached
dangerous levels, as we have seen in the case of Greece, Italy, France, and the United States.

What is true for governments is equally true for people. Millions of people have become deeply mired
in debt over the last few decades in an attempt to satisfy rapidly-expanding needs, wants, and
aspirations. This has been accomplished largely through the use of credit cards, low down
payments on homes, cars, and other items, lax banking practices and lending policies, and numerous ‘buy-
now, pay-later’ schemes.

It is now clear that people, countries, and governments in all parts of the world will have to pay a
severe price for this. As Herman Greene pointed out in the August 2011 issue of CES Monthly
Musings, we are now entering an age of austerity that will require a great deal of frugality, thrift,
creativity, and skilful management if debts and debt loads are to be reduced while simultaneously
achieving reasonable rates of economic growth.

As difficult as this will be, a much more dangerous and potentially life-threatening problem is lurking
in the background. With the world’s population nearing seven billion and still growing rapidly, we
could easily experience far more serious economic, financial, and environmental problems, a
great deal more violence, terrorism, conflict, and confrontation, and the breakdown in the entire global
ecosystem if we don’t come to grips with these problems and strike out in a new direction in the future.

What direction should this be? Surely it should be a direction that enables us to create a whole new
relationship between human beings and the natural environment, as well as a very different kind of
world system.

This will not be possible without taking maximum advantage of another force whose origins can
be traced back to classical times. This force is culture. Whereas economics was deemed to be
‘household management’ by the Greeks, culture was deemed to be ‘cultivation’ by the Romans. This
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means that there has been an intimate connection between culture and the natural environment
dating back more than two thousand years.

It is a connection that is re-asserting itself very strongly today as a result of the growing importance of
the ecological and biological perceptions of culture. These perceptions make clear countries that do not
take the natural environment fully and forcefully into account in all planning, policies, and decision-
making, run the risk of over-extending themselves and collapsing entirely. They also make clear that culture
is not limited to the human species, but manifests itself in other species and the realm of nature.

Here is the key that is needed to create a whole new relationship between human beings and the
natural environment. As Thomas Berry pointed out in his classic book, The Great Work, it must be a
relationship that is based on creating a deep reverence for nature, establishing an intimate bond
between all forms of life, engendering respect for the needs and rights of other species, and learning
from nature what must be learned to be human in the ecological, cosmological, and spiritual sense
and not merely the economic, commercial, and technological sense. Without this, it will not be possible
to decrease the demands we are making on the natural environment, reduce pollution, climate change,
and global warming to any significant extent, and lessen the huge ecological footprint we are making on
Earth.

Culture can play a pivotal role in creating a whole new relationship between human beings and the
natural environment, and its reach also extends to artistic, humanistic, historical, sociological, and
anthropological roles.1 In its full breadth of meaning, culture can make a seminal contribution to the
realization of a very different kind of world system in the future.

This system should be based on making culture and cultures in the holistic sense—rather than
economics and economies in the partial and specialized sense—the collective centerpiece of
society and principal preoccupation of municipal, regional, national, and international
development. The implications of this are apparent. Economics would be seen and treated as part of
culture—albeit an exceedingly important part— rather than the reverse which is the case today.

This would make it possible to focus much more attention on caring, sharing, and well-being, income
and social equality, artistic creation, scientific discovery, life-long learning, utilization of the precious
cultural heritage of humankind, and building communities, societies, and countries that are truly
sustainable as dynamic and organic wholes and overall ways of life. For this is what culture in the holistic
sense is all about.

Not only would this achieve a much better balance between material and non-material concerns and
quantitative and qualitative requirements—largely because it would be based on activities that are
much more labor-intensive than capital-intensive or material-intensive—but also it would bring
about a great deal of fulfillment, happiness, and contentment in life. Not bad advice for a world
standing on the threshold of an austerity age and about to confront some of the most difficult
economic, financial, and environmental problems in human history.

This system would also make it possible to create economies that are much greener, cleaner, more
equitable, and creative than they are today. Without doubt, we will need strong economies in the
future. But these economies will have to be properly positioned in the natural and historical

1
For a more extended treatment of this, see D. Paul Schafer, “The Cultural Imperative,” available on

the World Culture Project website: www3.sympatico.ca/dpaulschafer.
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environment and informed by cultural, social, human, and spiritual values to a far greater extent than
they are today if they are to function effectively in the future.

Somehow this all seems very fitting. Clearly the time has come to bring culture to bear on
economics and place economics within a cultural context. This will be necessary if we are to create
the conditions for a better world.

Powered with Compassion: Joanna Macy and the Work that Reconnects
By Hope V. Horton

Hope earned a Doctorate of Music in French Horn from the University of Wisconsin-Madison
and has worked as a professional musician for over 25 years. She also holds a Master of Science
degree in Counseling Psychology with further training in Internal Family Systems
psychotherapy. She studied the Well-Springs work with Kay Ortmans and became a Certified
Advanced Energy Healer. She is currently working on bringing Joanna Macy back to Chapel Hill,
NC for an intensive training session in spring 2012.

There’s a story that goes like this: a woman had a powerful craving for something sweet. She went to a
special place that served homemade ice cream. She studied the tempting titles with rapt concentration
for some time. At last, announcing her choice to the person behind the counter, she was astonished to
hear the words, “We’re closed.” All the while that she’d been focused on the flavors, she hadn’t noticed
the metal grate inches before her eyes, separating her from all that she desired. Feeling both crestfallen
and embarrassed, she turned and crept away.

You would call this astonishing mindlessness, wouldn’t you? How could someone be so powerfully
focused on what they wanted and not notice something as obvious as a barred window? Well, this
person was me, decades ago. I think of it now because it speaks to a blindness in our society akin to a
trance, to see things as we wish them to be and over-ride even the most obvious signs that all is not well
in the world.

How refreshing it is to be in the presence of someone who has taken off the blinders, yet is also infused
with clarity, courage, and enthusiasm. How nourishing it feels to honor the truth of the times in the
company of others who are looking and feeling, too. How inspiring to find that life itself carries a
current that illuminates all endeavors that come from the heart.

These are my thoughts as I reflect on how to describe 10 days with Joanna Macy in September 2011. I
was fortunate to experience her teachings in three different forms: An evening lecture and one-day
workshop at the United Church of Chapel Hill, North Carolina, with 120 participants; a weekend
workshop at the Rowe Camp and Conference Center in Rowe, Massachusetts with 80 participants; and a
5-day intensive, also in Rowe, with 40 participants. In each setting, Joanna took us through the 4-stage
spiral of the Work that Reconnects. As the time expanded and the number of people contracted, the
work became deeper and deeper, the connections between us stronger and stronger, and the vision of
participating in the greatest challenge of our times more and more compelling.

Joanna introduced each workshop the evening before by telling three stories that guide us. The first is
“Business as Usual,” known as the industrial growth society or late capitalism. In this story, the Earth is
viewed as a supply closet and a sewer, used to provide resources for power and profit and as a dumping
ground for the concomitant toxic waste. The second narrative has been termed the Great Unraveling by
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David Korten and speaks to the disintegration of living systems such as species extinction, climate chaos,
and acidifying oceans. The third is called the Great Turning and describes the revolutionary nature of
this time where humans can consciously change course and create a life-sustaining civilization. In this
story, we receive the Earth as a living being and enter into a sacred relationship with all that is.

Having set the stage, the Work that Reconnects unfolds through a combination of teachings,
experiential processes, and rituals that draw on disciplines from Systems Theory, Deep Time, and
quantum physics to spiritual wisdom traditions including Buddhism and indigenous ways of being. The
four stages of the spiral are Gratitude, Honoring Our Pain for the World, Seeing with New Eyes, and
Going Forth.

By greeting each other and expressing gratitude, Joanna explains, we come into the present moment
and build strength for what is to come. After each of us spoke our name and identified something we
want to preserve, we found a partner and took turns speaking and listening to each other, completing
sentences such as, “Things I love about being alive now are…,” “A place that was magical to me as a child
was…” and so on. In the 5-day intensive, we spent an entire day exploring gratitude in many wonderful
ways. The most moving experience for me was the Mirror Walk where a partner guided me through an
eyes-shut experience, placing my hands on trees, soft dirt, and leafy ferns. Periodically she asked me to
open my eyes and “look in the mirror,” acknowledging that what I saw was a reflection of the life force
and be beauty within me as well.

The second stage, Honoring our Pain for the World, was the crux of the matter for many of us. It can be
difficult to face bad news on seemingly every front without going numb or being overwhelmed by anger,
fear, or grief. Joanna’s steadiness and mastery with groups is especially evident here as she offers
opportunities to allow strong feelings to surface and be expressed. She knows that by acknowledging
and bearing witness to despair that we can unlock the caring, passion, love, courage, and creativity that
lies on the other side.

This is mainly what I had come for. Despair for the world was as surely blocking my path as a rushing
river across a steep mountain trail. I feared that the pain would sweep me away and dash me upon the
rocks if allowed myself to dip into it. It was helpful to have three chances, each one deeper than the
last. But as the final process, called the Truth Mandala, unfolded, as one-by-one people eloquently and
powerfully expressed their rage, sorrow, and fear, I was chagrined to feel mainly numbness and
indifference. Fortunately there was a place for that in the circle, too, but what I really wanted – and
asked for – was a change of heart. Afterwards, many generous souls in the group helped me to break
through insulation and isolation and allow my feelings to open and flow. And sure enough, gratitude
and love came rushing in.

The next morning, we began the process of Seeing with New Eyes. After acknowledging our pain, we
became able to open to the interconnectedness of all things. Our culture would have us believe that we
are separate beings who compete for scarce resources. When we can instead experience ourselves as
inextricably linked to the web of all life, then new possibilities abound. Joanna talked about systems
theory and new scientific perspectives that fully validate indigenous knowing about the living and sacred
nature of the Earth and all her infinite variety. Each of us is as a cell in the body of the earth, or a
synapse in the neural network of the universe. By making life-sustaining choices and doing our part, we
enhance and strengthen the entire system.
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Central to Joanna’s work is an understanding of deep time. The universe was here for billions of years
before we came around, and it will exist for billions more. As humans, we come from a long line of
ancestors, and we are now profoundly influencing the inheritance of future generations. Yet we seem
to be laying waste to the world as though there were no tomorrow. In very simple yet effective ways,
Joanna lead us to connect and commune with the beings of the past and future, to gather wisdom and
vision, and to strengthen our resolve to create a future those yet to come, if at all possible.

Finally we turned our attention to leaving the group and returning to our lives. This segment contained
opportunities to clarify our intentions and actions as well as rituals to help light our path and bless our
way. Joanna talked about how there are three areas where we can contribute to the Great Turning:

1. Holding actions: engaging in direct action to slow down further degradation of the environment,

operating within legal, political, and social justice contexts.

2. New ways of doing things: developing new structures and methods to meet our needs in more

sustainable ways.

3. Shift in consciousness: helping people to change their basic assumptions of reality,

understanding systems theory, new science, opening to the sacredness of the Earth.

All of these areas are necessary, but none is sufficient. We need all three to make the shifts that are
needed, and movement in one area affects all other areas.

This perspective was very helpful to me. My gifts and proclivities cluster in the shift-of-consciousness
area. All throughout each workshop, I was struck by how important music, poetry, movement and
dance became to the unfolding of the Work that Reconnects. Every day, participants shared songs,
stories, rituals, and readings that helped to build a profound group connection. As a musician, it is vital
for me to appreciate the value and power of music to uplift and nourish the heart for the road ahead.

It was an extraordinary experience to watch the Work that Reconnects unfold through three different
groups of people over three different spans of time. Each experience was complete; each was
revealing, moving, and connecting; each was unique, even though some of the processes were common
to all three. Joanna herself was indefatigable, filled with energy, laughter, and enthusiasm, brimming
with ideas and wisdom, and encouraging to each of us to show up as fully as possible. She knows that
every one of us is here at this time for a reason, and every one of us needs to participate in every way
we can to assist the world at this time of peril, even with full awareness that we may not succeed.

And she knows that we need each other. The Industrial Growth Society tends to pit us against each
other in the mistaken belief that there are winners and losers. It came to me with the force of
revelation that such competition separates and weakens us. When we compare, objectify, and judge
ourselves and others in terms of achievement, education, money, looks, fame, race, gender, country,
religion, or any other construct, we fracture the whole. In this way, competition may well be likened to
an autoimmune disease.

There’s a remedy in Joanna’s words: “This world, in which we are born and take our being, is alive. It is
not our supply house and sewer; it is our larger body. The intelligence that evolved us from star dust and
interconnects us with all beings is sufficient for the healing of our Earth community, if we but align with
that purpose.” May it be so.



Tar Sands Action – My Story
By Dan Vermeer

Dan Vermeer leads the corporate sustainability initiative at a major university, is the founder
of the Global Water Challenge, is co-author of the CEO Water Mandate, and has been a lead
contributor to several policy documents issued through the World Economic Forum, World
Business Council for Sustainable Development, and the United Nations Foundation. He holds
a Masters degree in cultural anthropology from the University of Virginia and a Ph.D. in
learning sciences from Northwestern University.

The tar sands represent a path of broken treaties, eroded human rights, catastrophic
climate change, poisoned air and water and the complete stripping of Canada's morality
in the international community. Our communities should not be sacrificed on the altar of
the US's addiction to dirty fossil fuel.

—Clayton Thomas-Muller
Indigenous Environmental Network, Canada

Introduction

One of my strongest childhood memories is sitting uncomfortably on the hard wood pews of my home
church in Orange City, Iowa. I didn’t always listen carefully to the sermons, but I was puzzled by how
much time the minister spent comforting the congregation. Evidently, the adults must be very sad and
depressed, since the minister seemed mostly focused on helping people just make it through another
week.

This theme seemed so different from my understanding of Jesus’ message. Of course, Jesus did comfort
the afflicted, but I loved that he also afflicted the comfortable. His message of love and justice was
radical—to sell everything you own and follow him, to be like the birds that didn’t worry about their
next meal. He was brave and willing to take risks. He challenged the powerful, even when it cost him. I
wanted to be part of that adventure—where could I sign up?

Fast forward to 2011: Again I am sitting in church, this time at the United Church of Chapel Hill, North
Carolina, but that is where the similarities end. This time, I am an adult, a husband, a father of two kids,
and a university professor who teaches corporate environmental strategy. The message from the pulpit
was also strikingly different this time. Instead of consoling me, our pastor Jill Edens challenged us to
accept the Gospel’s radical message. To illustrate, she told a story about her good friend and minister,
Jim Antal, Massachusetts Conference Minister of the United Church of Christ, who had participated in an
act of civil disobedience at the White House challenging the approval of Keystone XL pipeline.

Was she talking to me? Now the tables were turned. My church was challenging me to take Jesus’
message and example seriously, but I wasn’t so sure. All week, I had been reading about the Keystone XL
pipeline, and the protests at the White House. Bill McKibben, one of my favorite writers and founder of
the 350.org movement, was in the first group of protesters (which included Jim Antal) who were
arrested and detained in jail for most of three days. Each day, I felt a little angrier about our country’s
dependence on oil, and its consequences for our health, national security, economy, climate and
environment. I hated the smug certainty of those that claimed that we have no choice, that we must
exploit all the fossil fuels we have, and do whatever we need to do to secure it.
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At the same time, I had many excuses for why I shouldn’t get involved. Did I really understand the pros
and cons of building the Keystone XL pipeline? Did I have the time to go to Washington, DC for 2 or 3
days, and take time off from work? Was I the kind of person that got arrested for political causes? What
would the consequences be for my career if I were arrested?

This time, I wasn’t going to talk myself out of taking action. As we sang the final hymn in church that
morning, I leaned over to my wife Saritha, and whispered in her ear, “I’m going to Washington after
church to get arrested.”

Understanding Tar Sands

First, let me provide a little background on the Tar Sands Action. The “tar sands” (or oil sands) refer to
unconventional deposits of highly viscous petroleum found in many parts of the world, with the largest
deposits located in Venezuela and Alberta, Canada. Oil extraction from tar sands varies significantly from
traditional oil production because is thicker than regular crude, and must be separated from sand and
water before it can be used. Processing tar sands oil, therefore, requires significant energy input, and
typically generates, on a well-to-tank basis, two to four times more carbon emissions than traditional oil
production methods. Dr. James Hansen, NASA’s top climate scientist, says that developing the Canadian
tar sands would mean “essentially game over” for the climate.1

In addition to its contribution to climate change, tar sands oil production also has significant impacts on
local environments and communities. Using techniques similar to coal strip mining, tar sands extraction
requires initial clearing of forestland and soil “overburden” to expose the deposits. To process the tar
sands, massive amounts of water and energy are used to heat the mixture, separate the components,
and make the oil transportable. While some of the water is recycled, most of it ends up in toxic “tailings”
ponds, which currently cover around 50 km2 of northern Alberta boreal forest.

Tar sands development also has profound social and economic consequences, especially for First
Nations people. Forest clearing, toxic tailings ponds, and massive machinery all have damaging effects
on the ecosystems, including the animal and plant populations that are central to First Nations’
livelihoods and cultures. As with any large-scale mining development, there are economic winners and
losers, but the voices of local populations are often drowned out.2

The Action

Beyond the global climate impacts and the local consequences of tar sands development, there is a
current proposal under review to build a 1,700-mile pipeline from Alberta, Canada, to the Gulf of
Mexico, so that the Canadian oil can be processed into diesel fuel in Texas refineries and sold to global
markets. This pipeline, called the Keystone XL, would extend the current Keystone pipeline to traverse
Montana, South Dakota, Nebraska, Oklahoma, and Texas. The recently completed Keystone pipeline

1
James Hansen, “Why the Tar Sands Pipeline Will Be Game Over for Our Planet.” AlterNet.org (September

6, 2011),
http://www.alternet.org/environment/152314/why_the_tar_sands_pipeline_will_be_game_over_for_our_planet
(accessed December 31, 1011).

2
For more information, see “Oil Sands," Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia,

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Oil_sands&oldid=468675992 (accessed December 31, 2011), and the
website of Tar Sands Action, www.tarsandsaction.org/ (accessed December 31, 2011).
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leaked 12 times in its first year of operation. While the pipeline operators downplay the risk, the
proposed Keystone XL would cross over sensitive territory in the Great Plains, including the Ogallala
Aquifer, a vast groundwater resource that provides irrigation water for one of the most important
agricultural areas in the world.

Figure 1. Athabasca oil sands in Alberta,
Canada

Figure 2. Keystone Pipeline with Keystone XL
extension

Tar Sands Action was initiated by Bill McKibben and 350.org, to raise awareness about the dangers of
the proposed Keystone XL pipeline. By the end of the year, the Obama Administration and State
Department will decide whether or not to permit the pipeline to be built. 350.org launched a two-week
civil disobedience campaign to gain attention for the tar sands pipeline issue, and to increase the
pressure on Obama to reject the pipeline bid. The pipeline permit decision is unique in that Obama can
act alone without Congressional approval. This decision will be a clear signal to his supporters that he
understands the urgency of addressing climate change and oil addiction, and is willing to act decisively
to chart a different course—or that he is overwhelmed yet again by an all-powerful fossil fuel lobby.3

On first day of the protest, McKibben and 64 others were arrested in front of the White House, and
transported to the Anacostia Jail. The protesters expected to be detained for a few hours, but instead
were held in jail for three days, in less-than-ideal conditions. Police hoped that they could deter future

3
Because the pipeline crosses an international border it requires the President’s approval. In November

2011, Obama moved to delay approval pending more study. To force a decision, Republicans included a provision
requiring a decision by the President in 60 days in the recently passed payroll tax cut extension. According to The
New York Times, “Keystone XL Pipeline”(updated December 23, 2011),
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/subjects/k/keystone_pipeline/index.html (accessed
December 31, 2011), “The State Department, which has authority over cross-border pipelines, said that it would
not be able to complete the required environmental review within that short a period and would be unable to
recommend that the project be approved. White House officials said Mr. Obama would honor the agency’s
advice.”

http://www.tarsandsaction.org/
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protests by making life difficult for McKibben and the other protesters. Instead, it had the opposite
effect, encouraging more people to join what was to become the largest civil disobedience action on
climate change in US history.

After reading McKibben’s testimony about his jail time, I felt a powerful urge to join him. I was inspired
by his reflections that these protests were in the great civil disobedience tradition of Mahatma Gandhi
and Martin Luther King. I was also excited to connect my broader concerns about climate change and
environment to a specific cause and a concrete action. For those that follow environmental issues
closely, it is easy to be paralyzed by the scale of the environmental crisis, and the lack of clear
opportunities to take a stand.

Once Hurricane Irene passed through the Mid-Atlantic, I followed in its wake to the Tar Sands Action
training session at one of Washington DC’s local churches. The training session was organized by 350.org
and several seasoned social activists from the Ruckus Society, and involved four hours of orientation to
the objectives and logistics of the protest.

I was truly impressed by the sophisticated, professional manner of the organizers, and thrilled to be part
of a group of over 150 committed people from all over the US and Canada. I met a Jewish rabbi from
Virginia, an environmental educator from Asheville, a First Nations activist from Alberta, a farmer from
Nebraska, a singer from Ohio, and an NGO director from Washington. While many at the training had
never participated in a civil action or been arrested before, there was a palpable sense of enthusiasm
and strength to be surrounded by people brought together by their convictions.

The next morning, we all gathered again at Lafayette Park, directly across from the White House. After
some preliminary speeches in the park, our group of about 170 protesters grabbed signs and walked in
two single-file lines to assemble in front of the White House fence. The participants in the action on
August 29 included an interfaith group of forty people representing various Christian, Jewish, and
Buddhist communities.

Interestingly, perhaps two dozen police were also at the White House waiting for the protest to begin.
One of the most striking features of the protest for me was the way that police and protesters had
worked out a detailed plan for how the action would unfold, how the police would respond, and how
the entire activity would be managed. In fact, the Ruckus Society organizers had a dedicated “police
liaison” that was in constant contact with the police throughout the action.

At the appointed time, the police cordoned off the area around the protesters with metal fences, and
cleared out all other tourists from the gated space. Meanwhile, we began singing songs, shouting
chants, and watching the drama unfold. A police car pulled into the protected area, and a stern-looking
policeman, holding the microphone to his car loudspeaker, leaned out of his car. He unfolded a paper
from his pocket, and began reading the specific charges against assembly in front of the White House.
He gave us three warnings in five-minute intervals while we sang and watched. Finally, two police
officers approached the group, and signaled for the first woman to step forward and hold her hands
behind her back. Calmly, they placed plastic cuffs on the woman, and walked her to a tent to take a
photograph and show ID.

One by one, the police arrested all the women first, and then all the men over the next two hours. As
the group slowly dwindled, the energy level rose and fell. We sang “We Shall Overcome”, “This Little
Light of Mine”, and several other protest songs –some I knew, and many I didn’t. The man from Indiana
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next to me had actually composed some original songs that he taught us as we waited. Getting to know
each other better and assessing how the process was going, we had quiet conversations with our
neighbors in the lines.

Finally, one of the officers approached, and pointed at me to step forward. As the officer put on my
cuffs, I kept a serious expression on my face, but I had a calm, serene feeling inside. Frankly, it felt good
to do what we came to do, and to be part of something bigger than myself. I was happy to do what I was
asked, and was impressed by how polite the police were throughout the process. I too was
photographed, showed my ID, and boarded the police van.

The police van was a tight fit, as six of us slid down the long bench of the van with a floor-to-ceiling
divider down the middle. As luck would have it, I ended up in the van sitting next to Glenn Hurowitz, a
climate change activist from the Center for International Policy, and Dr. James Hansen, NASA’s top
climate scientist, and a true hero in the movement to fight climate change. As the three of us were stuck
in the police van, sweating for over two hours, I had the unique opportunity to talk with Glenn and
James about the climate movement, Obama’s missed opportunities, and the importance of civil
engagement like the Tar Sands Action. I felt blessed to be in that kind of company. After a memorable
stay in the van, we were finally escorted into the Anacostia jail, where we paid our $100 fine and were
released.

What I Learned

Before the Tar Sands Action, I had never participated in any real protest action, much less been arrested.
This first experience leaves me with one overriding emotion: gratitude. I am grateful to have been part
of a great group of people doing something meaningful about climate change. I am thankful to have had
the opportunity to participate, in this small way, in the great tradition of civil disobedience. Although my
sacrifice was minimal, I gained a whole new appreciation for the power of collective action, regardless of
the outcome.

I also was energized by concrete action. It can be disheartening to work every day on the massive
challenges of climate change and environmental protection, particularly in this period. It is often hard to
know where to focus or how to take on insurmountable challenges. But taking one small step to help
influence our President’s action on one issue focused my mind and calmed my anxiety. I take this lesson
with me: that small actions with other like-minded people to achieve specific goals can be really bracing
and satisfying.

Finally, I am not alone. Not only were there over 150 people protesting with me that day, but also there
were more than 1,250 who participated and were arrested over the two weeks. I also know that I, and
the other protesters, represented hundreds and thousands of people across the US, Canada (and
especially Alberta), and around the world. We stood for all those that couldn’t come to Washington, but
shared our convictions. Maybe a global movement is beginning to emerge—and for me, I found new
hope hidden in these first stirrings.
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REVIEW

Ervin Lazlo and Allan Combs, eds., Thomas Berry, Dreamer of
the Earth: The Spiritual Ecology of the Father of
Environmentalism (Rochester, VT: Inner Traditions, 2011)
Reviewed by Herman Greene

Thomas Berry had an influence on people in many walks of life. It was as
though he was a hub in a wheel from which spokes extended in many
directions, with the expressions of his influence giving the wholeness of the
outer circle. His own books number only a few, but the appearance of his
thoughts in books and articles number in the hundreds and probably into the
thousands.

From personal experience I know that he wanted his influence to spread almost imperceptibly. He
would say to me “Don’t push the river.” I came to appreciate the extent of this spreading influence as I,
with others, edited the 151 individual tributes to Thomas Berry that became “A Tribute to Thomas
Berry,” published as the second issue of The Ecozoic: Reflections on Life in an Ecological Age in
September 2009. In that issue, people didn’t write about Thomas Berry, they wrote about how Thomas
Berry had influenced their lives.

It is not clear what Thomas Berry’s “place in history” or “place in the history of thought” will be, but it
doesn’t matter. His influence is like a river that can’t be stopped. It will have its outflows in various ways
finally becoming a part of that vast ocean Teilhard de Chardin called the noosphere. His work defies
definition, yet it is definite and defining and will be present, perceptibly or imperceptibly in many places
and for all time. From my own bent, from the time I first began reading him in the 1980s and especially
after reading The Dream of the Earth, I regarded him as one of the most important seminal thinkers of
our time.

We may certainly expect books to appear on Thomas and about Thomas and interpreting Thomas and
applying Thomas. With your help we will provide reviews of these books, including those already
written, here. The first print book, of this kind of which we are aware, to appear after his death is
Thomas Berry: Dreamer of the Earth. It strikes a dominant theme of many followers/interpreters of
Thomas, “spiritual ecology,” but also titles him the “father of environmentalism,” in what would seem to
be a misdesignation.

The editors of the book are both men of great accomplishment and influence. Lazlo is the founder of the
Club of Budapest, and the author of 83 books. He edits World Futures: The Journal of General Evolution,
and is a member of the WorldShift Council and co-author of the important “WorldShift 2012
Declaration.” Allan Coombs is Professor of Transformative Studies at the California Institute of Integral
Studies and is author of over 100 articles, chapters, and books on consciousness and the brain. The
contributors to this book are of equal stature.

http://www.worldshiftcouncil.org/
http://www.worldshiftnetwork.org/declaration/index.html
http://www.worldshiftnetwork.org/declaration/index.html
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In his essay, Lazlo captures the breadth of the challenge, Thomas presented:

What is needed is “not simply adaptation to a reduced supply of fuels or to some modification in
our system of social or economic controls.” Yet this is precisely what today . . . we are trying to
do. . . . We should listen to Berry. “What is happening is something of a far greater magnitude. It
is a radical change in our mode of consciousness. Our challenge is to create a new language,
even a new sense of what it is to be human.” ( p. x)

And he grasped the essential mode Thomas gave for accomplishing this transformation:

Basically, he told us, “What we need, what we are ultimately groping toward, is the sensitivity
required to understand and respond to the psychic energies deep in the very structure of reality
itself. . . .

But how are we to evolve this sensitivity? Here we should heed Berry again. “We need only to
listen to what we are being told through the very structure and functioning of our being.”
Because, he told us “the universe is so immediate to us, is such an intimate presence, that it
escapes our notice, yet whatever authenticity exists in our cultural creations is derived from
these spontaneities within us, spontaneities that come from an abyss of energy and a capacity
for intelligible order of which we have only the faintest glimmer in our conscious awareness. ( p.
xi.)

The essential mode then is ineffable, it is more like what we may term a spiritual activity, though not
spirituality in a conventional sense. That ambiguous word “ecology” qualifies it—ambiguous because it
identifies a scientific discipline within its own history and development, and a holistic, organic,
integrated mode of understanding. It is, in Thomas’s words, participation in the dream or spirituality of
Earth, a participation that is necessary for the reinvention of the human.

The remainder of the book then is a reflection on this mode of apprehension, this spiritual ecology that
leads to the transformation of human consciousness, human society and Earth community. That this is
the direction environmentalism must take if it is to move beyond “adaptation to a reduced supply of
fuels or to some modification in our system of social or economic controls” to ”a radical change in our
mode of consciousness [with the creation of] a new language, even a new sense of what it is to be
human” makes Thomas the father of environmentalism differently understood.

Allan Combs reminds us of the five courses Berry envisioned as the backbone of the new university
curriculum: first, the Earth story with the understanding of humans as integral with that story; second, a
broad picture of human culture and civilization; third, an exploration of the classical civilizations; fourth
a study of the modern scientific-industrial-technological phase of culture; and firth, the ecological age.

Matthew Fox reflects on Berry’s contributions to the “Western Spiritual Tradition,” but in my
assessment he goes beyond that to exploring his place in the Western tradition generally, and gives the
best reflections, of which I am an aware of how Thomas can be understood with reference to Thomas
Aquinas, both in how Aquinas influenced Thomas and how Thomas emulates Aquinas in offering a
cosmic vision that has the capacity to transform consciousness in a way that would match that achieved
by Aquinas himself and then by the modern secular mechanistic vision, (p. 25-31) a revisioning also,
however, dependent on the science of the 20th century and , in my view, Alfred North Whitehead’s
process thought.
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Geneen Marie Haugen writes of Thomas’s evocation of “participatory consciousness, “a heightened,
world-reshaping awareness of participation with the visible and invisible,; embodied and numinous,
past, present, and future beings, relationships, and energies among who we dwell. This mode contrasts
with Cartesian bifurcation—or mind/matter and subject/object separation—into which most Western
people are indoctrinated.” (p. 33)

Bill Plotkin recalls a word coined by Thomas, but not often associated with him, inscendence. Like Lazlo,
Plotkin picks up on Berry’s insistence that we must go to a pre-cognitive level to bring forth the
understandings/shifts-of-consciousness sufficient to guide the future. “He advised us that solutions
fabricated with our rational minds arise from the very worldviews and values that produced our current
planetary impasse in the first place.” (p. 42).

Using quotes from Thomas, Plotkin gives this composite definition of inscendence:

 “a descent into our pre-rational, our instinctive resources”

 “revelatory vision that comes to us in . . . ‘dream’” [whether we are asleep or awake]

 “an intuitive, nonrational process that occurs when we awaken to the numinous powers ever
present in the phenomenal world about us”

 “visionary experiences that come to us in some transrational process from the inner shaping
tendencies that we carry within us in revelatory dream experience”

 “journeys into the far reaches of the cosmic mystery [to bring] back the vision and the power
needed by the human community at the most elementary level”

Plotkin then notes these characteristics of this mode of awareness: (1) realms most ignored in Western
and Westernized cultures, associated with “mystical,’ often in a pejorative way; (2) outside the realm of
what the conscious mind controls, (3) not by means of rationality. “It is only be means of a revelatory
experience that we can nourish or revitalize our full humanity. And only by becoming fully human do we
participate in the dream of the Earth—Earth’s dream for itself, which is Earth’s way of participating in
the dream of the universe.” (p. 49)

Both Plotkin and Lazlo make contributions to understanding Thomas’s puzzling use of the phrase that
these changes must come about “through our genetic coding.” Lazlo, reading the phrase literally calls for
updating it on the basis that too much is attributed to “information encoded in our genes.” He writes
“Today we would no longer say, ‘ our bonding with the larger dimensions of the universe comes about
primarily through our genetic coding.” Genetic coding . . . is the basis,, but it is only the template for the
more specific guidance that comes about as our genetically coded cells and organs interact with each
other, with the surroundings, and with the rest of the universe, and create us, a unique yet natural
being.” (p. xii)

Plotkin, correctly notes that Thomas distinguishes between our “genetic coding” and our “cultural
coding,” but he didn’t believe that Thomas used the term in the literal way a biologist would. Plotkin
wrote: “I believe Thomas meant what might be more accurately and aptly referred to as the human
soul’s code, which is, in essence, nature’s design for our species, or what I’ve come to call our nature
coding. When referring to genes, Thomas was thinking writing and speaking as an eco-theologian and as
a mystic, not as a natural scientist.” (p. 57)
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Then he nimbly picks up Thomas’s own attempt to unravel this:

The genetic coding that gives to the human its species identity is integral with this larger
complex of codings where by the universe exists . . . . The difficulty with this proposal is that our
genetic endowment is considered to be a mere physical dimension of our being, not also our
richest psychic endowment, our guiding and inspiring force, especially when the cultural process
has entered into a destructive pathology. (Berry, The Dream of the Earth, 208)

The remainder of the essay, well worth reading, brings understanding to Thomas’s work on how the
unconscious mind-heart-psyche through our “genetic coding” provides guidance, through inscendence,
beyond that available to the cultural mind.

Stanley Krippner, Paul Devereux, Adam Fish, Robert Tartz and Allan Combs write about how sacred sites
become places for this deep knowing and also about how ordinary sites become sacred sites.

Duane Elgin offers a fascinating insight by distinguishing between the well-known horizontal (or
longitudinal) story of the universe associated with Thomas intersects with the spontaneously emerging
NOW of the universe . . . the NOW where the universe emerges as a single system, a communion of
subjects. This, I believe, is a neglected aspect of Thomas’s work, that of continuous creation, or more
aptly of the universe continuously being created SPONTANEOUSLY.

The words creativity and spontaneity appear over and over in Thomas’s works . . . every being has its
spontaneities . . . we participate in the spontaneities of every being and of the universe. We are, as Elgin
writes, “at every moment . . . a part of this grand unity of creation [, of creative activity, of the
continuous regeneration of the universe,] of a single orchestration happening all at once. “ This NOW
reveals we simultaneously exist in a place of both creative freedom and profound communion.” (p. 83)

Elgin by calling attention to this makes me so remember Thomas writing “We might think of a viable
future for the planet less as the result of some scientific insight or as dependent on some socio-
economic arrangement than as participation in a symphony or as a renewed presence to the vast cosmic
liturgy” (Berry, The Great Work, 20); and also, “The fulfillment of the Earth community is to be caught up
in the grandeur of existence itself and in admiration of those mysterious powers whence all this has
emerged” (Berry, The Great Work, xi) This is that single orchestration happening all at once.

This is not a knowing of the universe, this is the universe happening in us, through us, about us,
inscending upon us.

Sean Esbjörn writes of something of special importance, integral ecology, which I can only mention here,
but which will be given fuller treatment later when we review his 800-page tome on the subject, which
he co-authored with Michael Zimmerman. For now perhaps it is best to note how his essay illustrates
how Thomas influence seeps into the mind. Esbjörn observes that he studied at the California Institute
of Integral Studies where Thomas was widely taught and influential. He made a “deep study of the
themes that are so prevalent in Berry’s work.” (p. 92) Then as a graduate student at CIIS he wrote his
dissertation on “integral ecology” drawing primarily on he work on of Ken Wilber. In the book that he
developed with Michael Zimmerman, Integral Ecology, he says that they acknowledged Berry at a few
places in his dissertation, but did not “draw on Berry to articulate our version of integral ecology.” (p.
94). His essay then purports to offer how Berry could provide an alternative basis for integral ecology.
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Perhaps it is presumptuous for me to say, but I think that Berry was with Esbjörn and Zimmerman all the
way in writing Integral Ecology.

The sage, Joanna Macy, is the final author in the book. She seizes on the term “Earth community.” I
don’t know if one can say this was a term first used by Thomas or a term that is expressive of his work as
a whole. The second sentence in her essay, I believe rightly makes it the latter: “It represents the
transformation . . . of our worldview from ‘an anthropocentric norm and value to a biocentric or
geocentric norm.” This sentence, however, beautiful it may sound poetically, to some, throws us into a
quandary. Are we to be biocentric, or geocentric . . . but first, in what sense can we say at all that we
humans have anything other than an anthropocentric nom and value?

Her first explanation can be grasped with the rational mind: This new worldview grasps that Earth is
“our primary community” and knowing this will affect “everything.” (p. 105) Then curiously she turns to
the question of faith. How do we have faith IN some transcendent power to answer the inner questions
posed by a dying culture, and a world too often revealed as absurd and imperiled? Her answer: “We can
turn from a search for personal salvation or some hypothetical haven, and look instead to our actual
experience.” (p. 107)

Thus she leads us again into this inner, inscendiary world explored by the other authors, as the other
authors sought to transmit the mode or awareness, the spiritual ecology, of Thomas Berry. She offers,
though not perhaps intentionally so, a summary of the three steps to inscendence: (1) the discovery of
what we know and feel, (2) the discovery of what we are, and (3) the discovery of what can happen
through us. If she were writing for the corporate world, perhaps she would have titled her essay “Three
Steps to Success” and if she were writing for the self-help world, “Three Steps to Effective Living.”

But she is writing for Earth community, or, one might say, for the healing of ourselves and Earth. This
being the case, she acknowledges this is hard work: It is not easy “to discover what we know and feel.”
(p. 107). The whole book, and all of Thomas’s work is to open up ways for us to discover, beyond the
knowing we think of as the rational mind (but not as a negation of our rational mind), what we know
and feel. She peels back the cultural shields to this discovery and leads us to another hard place, com-
passion, suffering with our world.

The pain of compassion is our “proof of mutual belonging,,” (p. 109) we discover who we are. This leads
us beyond anthropocentrism . . . to understand our organic essence . . . that we are the rocks dancing.

Grasping our radical interconnectedness leads us to discover that “we are being acted through.” (p. 111)

Discovering that we are being acted through leads us to “the power of synergy” (p. 112) and “the power
to connect.” (p. 113) “Since, as Berry makes clear, [the world] is constituted of relations between
subjects, rather than subjects and objects, our Earth community is, by its nature self-organizing. The
open systems that comprise it—be they cells or organisms, cedars or swamps—require no external or
superior agency to regulate them, any more than your liver or an apple tree needs to be told how to
function. In other words, order is implicit in life; mind is not separate from nature but integral to life
processes.” (p. 112)
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She closes with how this gives rise to “The Great Work”:

This immense arising of decentralized, interconnected human effort and ingenuity can be
recognized as the transition from the industrial growth society to a life0syustaining civilization.
The Great Turning is one name for this necessary revolution. Seeing its significance on an
historical scale of millennia, economist David Korten call it the Great Turning “from empire to
Earth Community.” (p. 114.

In conclusion, I would note again that this is the first book in print on Berry that has come out since his
death. The meaning of Thomas Berry’s work is available but not obvious. It is sometimes counter-
intuitive. It is elusive and has to be re-grasped time and again. It has an inexhaustible aspect to it like the
river that flows and through its waters brings surprisingly and unexpectedly.

It has many sides, if one can use such a term to describe a flow. It is understood from many perspectives
and the elaboration of each perspective brings understanding. I think we should name the perspective
offered here “inscendence” and say that these offers bring to life Thomas’s profound insight into a
mode of awareness that ultimately leads to the discovery of what can happen through us.

NEWS

As Permafrost Thaws, Scientists Study the Risks

Experts have long known that northern lands were a storehouse of frozen carbon, locked up in the form
of leaves, roots and other organic matter trapped in icy soil — a mix that, when thawed, can produce
methane and carbon dioxide, gases that trap heat and warm the planet. But they have been stunned in
recent years to realize just how much organic debris is there. Read more: Permafrost.

Five Things to Know About the Durban Climate Agreement

So what happened at the U.N. climate talks in Durban, South Africa. . . Negotiators managed to thrash
out an agreement at the very last minute — an agreement to begin a new round of talks on a new
agreement in the years ahead. . . . So how does this new accord measure up? Here are five things to
know about how far the world has advanced in tackling climate change. Read More: Durban.

Study Shows Worse Picture of Meltdown in Japan

Molten nuclear fuel may have bored into the floor of at least one of the reactors at the stricken
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant, the complex’s operator said Wednesday, citing a new simulation
of the accident that crippled the plant in March. Read more: Fukishima Meltdown.

Biggest Jump Ever Seen in Global Warming Gases

The global output of heat-trapping carbon dioxide jumped by the biggest amount on record, the U.S.
Department of Energy calculated, a sign of how feeble the world's efforts are at slowing man-made
global warming. Output of carbon into the atmosphere increased 6% from 2009 to 2010. The new
figures for 2010 mean that levels of greenhouse gases are higher than the worst case scenario outlined
by climate experts just four years ago. Read more: GHG Jump.

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/12/17/science/earth/warming-arctic-permafrost-fuels-climate-change-worries.html?emc_eta1
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/ezra-klein/post/five-things-to-know-about-the-durban-climate-agreement/2011/12/12/gIQAfEJ3pO_blog.html?
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/12/01/world/asia/meltdown-in-japan-may-have-been-worse-than-thought.html?emc-eta1
http://content.usatoday.com/topics/topic/U.S.+Department+of+Energy
http://content.usatoday.com/topics/topic/U.S.+Department+of+Energy
http://www.usatoday.com/tech/science/story/2011-11-03/huge-increase-in-global-warming-gasses/51065082/1
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* * * * *

CES’s mission is to advance new understandings and ways of living for an
ecological age.

To become a member of CES, send a letter to CES at 2516 Winningham Road, Chapel Hill, North
Carolina 27516, USA, with your contact information and dues. Dues for each calendar year

are US$35 (individual or family); outside USA, Canada and Mexico, add US$10 if you
wish to receive print copies of The Ecozoic. Sustaining Member US$135.

CES also accepts members who pay lesser dues or no dues.
You may pay your dues and become a member

online at www.ecozoicstudies.org.
Contributions are welcome.

https://docs.google.com/open?id=0B9DkuXg1ngc9NzZmMDMyMDctOThlMS00Mzk1LWIwZTUtY2QxMDQ1MGI1MTky
http://www.ecozoicstudies.org/

